
Art--2 Days 
Handicraft, 2015 

Day 1: Requirements 1, 2, 3, 4 
1. Discuss the following with your counselor:  

 

c. What art means to you and how art can make you feel  
 **go around ask everyone 

Creative Expression, it’s a way for me to express myself in a way words can’t and 
bring life to images and creations that might only exist in my mind 

a. What art is and what some of the different forms of art are  
Term has been applied to many forms of visual media, including architecture, 
industrial design, fashion design, pottery, weaving, and the fine arts – drawing 
painting sculpture and printmaking.  
Fine art concerned with beauty and expression  
Functional art focus first on the function beauty is second.  

b. The importance of art to humankind  
Important because it’s a form of expression, used to share ideas, feelings, history, 
and creativity with others. There is no real language to art so it can be used to 
communicate with anyone around the globe.  
** Show ancient piece and ask what they think of the piece and what the artist is 
trying to communicate – Big Eyes, Margaret Keane, greatest painting in the 1960s 
but she didn’t sell her work. Her husband signed her work as his own in order for 
it to get better sales. The paintings sold like hot cakes but Margaret didn’t get 
credit for it because her husband was manipulative and abusive. She said that she 
believe the eyes were the gateway to the soul, that is why she made them large so 
people could see what she felt inside. She did get credit for all her work through 
the court system in 1970.  
 

2. Discuss with your counselor the following terms and elements of art: Show examples 
of each element.   ** White paper for scouts to show examples 

Line – continuous mark made on a surface. Vary in length width, texture, direction, and 
curve. Outline shapes, divide space, connect shapes and indicate movement and direction. 
Implied lines- suggest not real – light from car headlight 

Value – concerned with lightness or darkness. Create 3-d. Ex: shading 

Shape- outline or external surface of a form. 2-d, flat Ex: square, triangle, circle 
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Form – solid 3-d shape measure by width depth and form. Ex: cube sphere cone cylinder 
pyramid and prism  

Space – positive- shapes and forms in a piece. Negative- empty area surrounding the 
shapes and forms  

Color – created by visible spectrum- ROYGBV. Color wheel is spectrum bent into a 
circle. Hue- color on the wheel. Primary- red yellow blue. Secondary-  green, purple, 
orange. Value- bright or darkness of color, white highest- tint, dark lowest- shade 

Texture- what a surface feels like or appears to feel like ex: hair   

3. Discuss with your counselor the six principles of design:  

Rhythm – indicates movement by repetition of a certain element ex: repeating pattern 

Balance – visual stability of the composition (how elements are arranged) important with 
patterns, not abstract  

Proportion – proper size relationship of one part of a composition in relation to another. 
Make subject look realistic. Hand to face. Okay to exaggerate  

Variety – difference or contrast, keep from being monotonous ex: different shape dot  

Emphasis – makes one part of the composition dominant element or part, controls how a 
piece is viewed. Ex: different color  

Unity – quality of being complete, separate elements serve the whole ex: completing 
piece  

4. Render a subject of your choice in FOUR of these ways: 
 - finish next day if they run out of time  

a. Pen and ink,  
b. Watercolors, - brush and color wet, tranparent 
c. Pencil,  
d. Pastels – chalk and pigment  
e. Oil paints – dry slowly 
f. Tempera – solid, add water to thin  
g. Acrylics – permanent, dry quick, use on any surface 
h. Charcoal – use tip and flat edge for different strokes  
i. Computer drawing or painting  
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Day 2  
 
6. With your parent's permission and your counselor's approval, visit a museum, art exhibit, 

art gallery, artists' co-op, or artist's workshop. Find out about the art displayed or 
created there. Discuss what you learn with your counselor.  

 ** show and give history about 5-6 paintings – year (era), artist, title, dominant element, 
materials used  

  Starry Night- Vincient Van Gogh, 1889, view from widow in asylum room (cut 
his own ear off) during sunrise painted from memory (wasn’t allowed to paint in his 
room), oil paint on canvas (strong thick cloth made from hemp or flax (tents)), texture 
(buildings) color (emphasis on stars and sky) rhythm (sky) lines (movement) 

  Mona Lisa – Leonardo da Vinci 1517, Lisa Gherardini, special because she’s 
smiling, didn’t used to smile for portraits cause they took so long to paint, oil on poplar 
(thick paper made of leaves and flower pieces), lines (define subject) shading (edges of 
painting) color (emphasis her face) 

Dora Maar au Chat – Pablo Picasso 1941, depicts his lover seated in a chair with a 
small cat on her shoulders, abstract unbalance (color and line everywhere) proportion 
(unproportioned don’t know where to look) rhythm (certain patterns certain parts)  

Creation of Adam- Michelangelo 1512,deplicts God breathing life into man, 
mural painted on the ceiling of the Sistine chapel in Rome, one of 9 scenes painted on the 
ceiling, plaster/lime mortar ceiling with thick acrylic like paints, shading (group of 
angels) space (white area draws attention to fingers) textures (difference between heaven 
and earth) 

Cover of Thor – Charlie Wen 2009, concept art for the marvel film Thor showing 
the characters Thor and Loki fighting on the Bifrost, digitally, Shading (light from the 
bridge) proportions (characters) emphasis (background light character (attention) dark) 

 

7. Find out about three career opportunities in art. Pick one and find out the education, 
training, and experience required for this profession. Discuss this with your counselor, 
and explain why this profession might interest you. 

  Criminal Sketch artist- aid law enforcement by using witness descriptions to 
create a likeness of suspects and missing persons. Start out in law enforcement as another 
position, preform duties as needed Requirements: Associate or Bachelor’s in life 
drawing, interviewing and artistic skills  
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  Architect- plan and design houses, offices, and other structures. Talk with clients 
to design and check in on construction sites during progress Requirements: bachelors in 
architecture, experience through internships, and passing the architect Registration Exam  

  Medical illustrators- professional artist with specialized training and advanced 
education in medicine, science, and technologies. Draw out all the diagrams in science 
textbooks and other medical documents. Min. requirements: bachelor’s degree with 
emphasis on science and art, master’s degree is recommended  

  Video Game designers- design content including gameplay, environment, 
storyline, and characters to be put in the game. Requirements: bachelor’s in computer 
science/engineering, experience in programming, knowledge of gaming and imagination.  

5. Do ONE of the following:  

a. Design something useful. Make a sketch or model of your design. With your 
counselor's approval, create a promotional piece for the item using a picture or pictures.  
 
b. Tell a story with a picture or pictures or using a 3-D rendering.  
 
c. Design a logo. Share your design with your counselor and explain the significance of 
your logo. Then, with your parent's permission and your counselor's approval, put your 
logo on Scout equipment, furniture, ceramics, or fabric.  
 

- finish four drawing/ one subject if they ran out of time  
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